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Staff talk about SFRI
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"Adventure,
ADVENTURE…
Diversity, Warmth
The SFRI - Société Française de
and Ambition"
Réactifs et d’Instruments - adventure
began in 1977. Of course, our employees
have changed over the years, but SFRI’s
activity has stayed the same and business
has grown internationally. From Bordeaux, SFRI
develops, manufactures, produces, distributes and exports
its medical diagnostic instruments and reagents.

To answer any market need, SFRI offers a complete range of
universal liquid biochemistry reagents.
They are of course, ready-to-use and compatible with a number
a different analyzers !
If you own an analyzer from Roche Hitachi®, Siemens Advia®,
Mindray® or Olympus AU®, just know that SFRI specifically
develops biochemistry reagents adapted to the specifications
of these brands.
All of our reagents have an excellent correlation with the
original products and can easily and perfectly replace the
manufacturer’s reagents.
And to take advantage of automation for immediate recognition
of lot number, all SFRI reagents are completely barcoded.
So don't hesitate to change to SFRI!
SUBSTRATS

ENZYMES

ELECTROLYTES

PROTEINS

Uric Acid PAP

ALAT / GPT IFCC

Bicarbonate

Albumin

Albumin Bmc

Alkalin
Phosphatase IFCC

Calcium OCP

Antistreptolysin O

Bilirubin Direct

Amylase CNPG3

Calcium Arsenazo III

CRP

Total Bilirubin

ASAT / GOT IFCC

Chlorine TPTZ

Ferritin*

Cholesterol CHOD-PAP

CK NAC

Iron

Microalbumin

Creatinine

Gamma GT IFCC

Magnesium Xylidyl

Other proteins on
demand

Glucose GOD-PAP

LDH DGKC

Phosphorus UV

HDL Direct Cholestérol

Lipase - Resorufin

After more than 40 years of experience, SFRI has become a
major player in the highly competitive world of In Vitro Diagnostics.Today, SFRI is a member of NEOVITEA, an international group that consolidates the development, production,
marketing, quality control, communications, training, sales
and technical services for all products...
DIVERSITY…
SFRI’s range of products totals 780 hematology, biochemistry
and immunology references sold in more than 80 countries!
Did you know? SFRI owns one of the biggest biology reagent
factories in France. Each month, 80 tons of reagents are
manufactured there!
WARMTH AND AMBITION...

« Why shouldn’t small & medium labs have access to the
same quality instruments and precision results as big labs? »
NEOVITEA CEO, Gilles Mougin wrote and shared this sentence
with his employees because he thought it perfectly represented
SFRI’s commitment towards its partners. And it does. We at
SFRI, WANT the world to have access to French high quality
products at reasonable prices.
With this philosophy in mind, SFRI will continue to develop
instruments and reagents taking into account its partners’
feedback and with the objective in mind of being better,
together, for world health.
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High quality, stable
and cost effective

LDL Direct Cholesterol
Total proteins
Proteins HS pyrogallol
Triglycerides – GPO
PAP
Urea UV

*Advia® only
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SFRI
Discover our range of products!
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Hematology analyzers

HEMIX 3-30

++

ESSENTIAL
You no longer have to choose! 1 HEMIX 5-60 on its own replaces 5 instruments!
- it works on open AND closed tubes
- its switches from manual to automatic with the simple click of a button
(100-position autoloader)
- and 2 HEMIX 5-60 analyzers still cost less than a good 120t/h analyzer.
So don't hesitate anymore!

A 3-part differential analyzer with 60 tests per hour
and 20 parameters. That’s our H18 LIGHT: basic
but the best asset of any laboratory looking for
quality, reliability and cost reduction.

The HEMIX 3-30 is the IDEAL entry level instrument
to standardize a major test. A 3-part differential
analyzer with 30 tests per hour, the HEMIX 3-30
benefits from the same high quality technologies
developed by SFRI for the COUNTENDER 20 + and
the H18 LIGHT.

HEMIX 5-60

« The Little Big analyzer ».
The HEMIX 5-60, 5-part differential 60 tests
per hour analyzer with 26 parameters has
everything a big one has...except for its price!
Up to 5 times cheaper, it still however offers
performances and quality analytics comparable
to the reference analyzers on the market!
Adaptable and modular, it operates with a
moderate consumption of only 3 reagents.

H18 LIGHT

THE PERFECT ENTRY LEVEL INSTRUMENT
The HEMIX 3-30 is THE answer for demanding
labs with low throughputs.

COUNTENDER 20+

+

+

FITS ANY LABORATORIES NEED!
A robust and reliable instrument, with
easy maintenance offering trustworthy
and consistent results on a daily basis!

ESR 3000

The COUNTENDER 20+ is a 3-part differential
analyzer, performing 60 tests per hour and providing
20 parameters. But above all, the COUNTENDER
20+ offer, the best CVs on the market.

A fast and easy-to-use Erythrocyte Sedimentation Rate analyzer equipped
with 30 individual infrared detectors for fast and precise testing.

++

ECONOMIC
The ESR 3000 standardizes a routine test. It requires
no preventive maintenance whatsoever and uses no
reagent. Minimum investment for maximum time
saving, especially with its continous loading mode!

HIGHLY ACCURATE
Thanks to its Electronic Noise Reduction System or
ELENOR© System, the COUNTENDER 20+ ensures highly
accurate platelet counts at very low levels of concentration.

++

Compatible reagents for:

Dedicated Hematology Reagents

Compatible Hematology Reagents
SFRI also develops, manufactures and markets a
full range of compatible hematology reagents for
for all the other diagnostic blood cell counters
available on the market.
They can directly replace manufacturer’s reagents
and have excellent correlation with original products.
Their quality and high performance compete with
the highest standards on the market.

SFRI manufactures a range of dedicated
hematology reagents and blood quality
controls, ensuring that only the most
accurate and reliable results are given
on SFRI instruments.

SFRI is the only company to have performed quality control tests of all
of its compatible hematology reagents on pathological blood to ensure their
performance.

+
+

+

+

Biochemistry analyzers

++

+

+

1. TAKE IT

ISE SERIES

ONE OF A KIND
So much modularity in one instrument is
something you won’t find elsewhere. You want
more? MCI electrods (microchip integrated
electrods), tests on primary tubes and finally
a software that suits the daily routine of any
laboratory. That's our Ionix.

2. CHOOSE IT

3. ADD OPTIONS

Manual 1 position
Automatic 5 tubes
Autolader 4 x 5 tubes

6 electrodes of your choice
between Na+ K+ Cl- Ca2+ pH Li+
TCO2 Module
Reagent and sample barcode readers

BECKMAN
COULTER

CD 1600
CD 1700
CD 1800
CD 2000
CD 3000
CD 3200
CD 3500
CD 3700
CD RUBY

MD II
Act 3 Diff
ONYX /
T SERIES
MAXM /
GENS
HMX

ORPHÉE

PROKAN

Mythic 18
Mythic 22

DIATRON

HORIBA
MEDICAL (ABX)

MEDONIC

MINDRAY

NIHON
KOHDEN

BC 2300
BC 2800
BC 3000
BC 3200
BC 3600
BC 5100
BC 5180
BC5300
BC5380

MEK
6318/6400
Celtac E
7222
Celtac F
8222

ABACUS 3 DIFF
ABACUS
5 DIFF

Micros 8
Micros 18
Pentra 60 / 80
and 80 XL

CA 530
CA 570
CA 620
M 16 / M 20
M-SERIES

RAYTO

SIEMENS

SWELAB

SYSMEX

Advia 60
Advia 70
Advia 120

AC 900
AC 920
AC 970

K800 / K1000
K4500 / KX 21 / 21 N
X-SERIES 5 DIFF (SOON)

RT-7200
RT-7600
RT-7600S

PE SERIES

HEMARAY 5 DIFF (SOON)

Immunology analyzers

IONIX
SFRI’s brand new ion analyzer.
100% customizable, it's a unic concept that allows
laboratories to create their own and unic IONIX. Each
lab, according to their needs and their structure, can
build their perfect instrument. Featured with the latest
and newest technologies, the IONIX gives constant
highly qualitative results. One 12 V battery can power
the IONIX wherever is needed - ambulances, field
hospitals or wherever power shortages are frequent.

ABBOTT

The SFRI ISE SERIES is our range of fully
automated electrolyte analyzers that allow
laboratories to perform accurate and
reliable measures of electrolyte levels
in the blood and urine.
SFRI offers 6 distinct models able to
answer any specific laboratory need.

++
MODELS
ISE 2000
ISE 3000
ISE 4000
ISE 4500
ISE 5000
ISE 6000

IRE 96 & IW 96
Only two instruments to simplify
all your immunology tests. Both
the reader and the washer for
ELISA assay microplates are fully
customizable and programmable
by the laboratory.

TO EACH HIS OWN
Labs can choose which ISE will fit their needs.
H.S.S electrods, reagents in packs for easy management and THE famous TCO2 module that reduces the cost of
the test by 99%!
TESTS
Na+, K+
Na+, K+, ClNa+, K+, Cl-, TCO2, A.G.
Na+, K+, Cl-, Li+
Na+, K+, Cl-, iCa2+, TCa2+, pH
Na+, K+, Cl-, iCa2+, TCa2+, TCO2, pH, A.G

FOCUSED ON
THE ESSENTIAL
The IRE 96 and IW 96 are
qualitative, robust and
definitely easy to use and
to maintain.

+

+

BSA 3000
The BSA 3000 is a semi-automated
biochemistry instrument, used to
perform routine clinical chemistry
tests, effectively and easily.

++

ROBUST
One of the most trustworthy, qualitative
and robust instruments on the market.
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